In this paper all decompositions are assumed to be monotone, that is, ¡Z, x, | < ¡S x, I for all 72. The reader will later observe that the proofs of analogues of our theorems to the nonmonotone case present no difficulties.
A two-norm space X = (X, | L, | | ) is a linear set X with two norms | |. A sequence \x \ C X is said to be y-convergent to x in X, written x -» x, if i|x Li is bounded and x -► x in | L. A y-Cauchy sequence is defined analogously and X is called y-complete if it is sequentially complete for the convergence (y).
The space X is called normal if
x -> x => |x| , < lim inf |x I ,.
vergence (y). The set of all y-linear functionals on X will be denoted by A(X ).
We shall say that the space X satisfies property (nA if ) L is coarser than II,, that is, every sequence that converges to 0 in | | l does so in | |2 as well.
Let (X*, I I*) = (X, I I .)*, /'=1,2. For a normal two-norm space satisfying fon), it is known that Let C(X) = ll/fo.)]: 1* fix A converges in crfo(X )*, AÍX ))\. As a Finally for \jixf\ £ C(X), 2¿<n jixf £ AX) and [2fc<n jix f)\ ^ i/(xfe)}.
Hence z'(X ) is y-dense in C(X) and the proof is complete.
We note that if ÍX. S is nonmonotone, i reduces to a linear isomorphism with respect to both norms.
As an illustration of this last theorem, observe that the unit vectors je ¡, 72 e = \8 . ¡, form a nonboundedly complete basis for c. so that c.
is not y-com-
Its completion is ttz = im, sup \a \, £ \a |/2").
Here, however, m = I* = Aicn )*. We shall soon see that this is a characteristic property of bases in Bspaces.
We also note that C(X) is isometrically isomorphic to the set of all sequences ix i, x £ X , such that sup 12, x, |, < °° with the norm (cf. it is y-reflexive.
Proof. Every y-reflexive space is obviously y-complete. On the other hand, the y-completeness of X implies the boundedly completeness of the basis for X.
Hence X S C(X) = AiXj* by Theorem 3-4, that is X^ is y-reflexive. Proof. By [10, Corollary 3-5], AÍX ) = X* so that AÍX )* = X* * and the con- (1) X is A(X )-pseudo reflexive (respectively A(X )-reflexive).
(2) X is y-semi reflexive (respectively y-reflexive).
(3) !X.i is boundedly complete and X . is reflexive for each j.
(4) A{X )* = 1. ]{X ) = 1. Aik-X ).. We begin with We shall show here that these results may be extended to our present setting.
For X = B-2 X , we call X "a-reflexive" if a -X is isometrically isomor- Proof. If X is a-reflexive, J(X) = AÍa-X ). Since A(a-X ) has a Schauder decomposition lA(X f*, p*k ¡, it follows that A(X _.)* = p*(/(X)) and \p*ijiX)), p*\ so that p*kijix)) = Jiyk), yk = \x.8k . i, whence p*ifiX)) Ç JÍY^. Since p\ijiy,))
-jiy A, the other inclusion is clear and our assertion is proved. It follows then that A(X )* = JÍY.) for every k, whence Y, is reflexive for every ze, and J(X) = position of X, then X is not norm-reflexive. In particular, for any sequence (X ) of B-spaces, ttz-2 X is not reflexive. 
